OZ ARCHITECTURE
3003 Larimer Street, Denver, Colorado 80205
Architect:
Year Built:

Unknown
Unknown

This building sits just north of 30th Street facing southeast towards Larimer where the small recessed
glass entry separates the once-dubious streets of the RiNo neighborhood from the large open interior of
the renovated warehouse. Fifty years of building permits for a four-block stretch of Larimer containing
this building are missing from Denver’s archives. Thus, the exact date of construction is difficult to tell
but it’s suspected to have been built sometime in the 1940s. Renovations are more recent and welldocumented, occurring in 2008 and 2012 by 4240 Architecture and OZ Architecture, respectively.
Once a pipe manufacturing facility, now turned architecture studio, it bears the hallmarks of the
industrial structures that line Denver’s Platte River northeast of the confluence. Red and brown brick in
common bond make up the exterior walls. The darker brown is used exclusively below sill level on the
ground floor of the front façade to create the appearance of a base. Moving up, the darker brick also
makes decorative bands as the common bond’s header courses, at the second level window sills, as
soldier bonds at ground level and the upper lintel level, and finally at the small cornice where they are
headers again, used as ornamental dentils this time.
Large rectangular steel windows punch regularly on the upper floor, suggesting the construction was for
manufacturing rather than warehouse storage that often used small high windows to free wall space for
storage racks. To the northeast, a bright red brick wall with a finer cornice stands as the remains of a
larger building that no longer exists. The wall has been patched into a fence to enclose a large open yard
and parking lot where more remains stand, the steel frame of rigging braces that look like the rust
colored outline of a house. Opposite the yard is another warehouse also occupied by OZ, this one from
the 1970s.
OZ was formed in 1964 when two architects and colleagues, Tom Obermeier and Alan Zeigel, merged
their firms and took the first letters of both last names to create OZ Architecture. Since then, the firm
has engaged in diverse project types including working on Boulder’s Pearl Street Mall, River Run Village
at Keystone Ski Resort and the renovation of the old air traffic control tower in the Stapleton
redevelopment.
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